
The environment is often a vital
part of improving comfort and
participation for a person with
autism. A Snoezelen® room is ideal
when parents or professionals
need to support sensory
sensitivities. The whole room can
be tailored to the needs and
preferences of the individual.
Meaningful sounds, lighting,
videos, and products can be used
to engage the interests of the user
& meet specific learning goals.

Sensory Room equipment can help
you to conduct assessments of the

client's abilities, identify needs and to
determine suitable interventions.

Activities practiced in this
environment help to avoid sensory
overload whilst improving skills in

other areas.

Sensory Rooms offer a relaxed atmosphere
with soothing sounds, captivating visual

effects, tactile experiences, pleasant aromas,
massage, vibration and gentle movement.

People can choose what area to engage with in
order to meet their own sensory needs.
Sensory Rooms also provide wonderful

opportunities for communication, interaction
and engagement. From early intervention, to
dementia and elderly care, the benefits of a

sensory room are for everybody.

Your students may have a range of unique needs that affect cognition
and/or their physical abilities, which can make acquiring new skills very
challenging. Sensory Rooms provide a space where interventions can
be tailored to a person's needs. Purposeful goals could include object
recognition, understanding cause & effect, following directions, colour
recognition, or sequencing activities - all achieved through captivating
equipment in a supportive space.

Benefits and Applications
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We're proud partners with Rompa®, who make some of the world's best quality Sensory
Room & Snoezelen® products, giving you peace of mind that your investment will be
around to enjoy for many years to come. We work with you from start to finish,

assessing the space you have available, your budget, the kinds of people who will use the
room, and together create a design proposal, working with you to ensure that you're

happy with every little detail.

When you're ready to go ahead and we've received
your order, the manufacture of your products can
begin. We'll plan a timeframe with you and work to
meet your deadlines for installation. We may conduct a
site visit to finalise plans.

If you do not require installation, your equipment can be
couriered straight to your door with easy, detailed setup

instructions. Or, our team can come and install your new
Snoezelen Room for you.

We provide excellent training on the use
and maintenance of your Snoezelen room,
including MUCH more than just the technical stuff!
Our trainers will help you get the most out of the room -
and we're always on hand to provide support and advice
as you continue to enjoy your new space.

We will discuss your requirements and get a good understanding
of what you need. You send us photos and measurements of
your allocated space. This can be in a dedicated room, or an
area within a multi-functional room, or even a portable solution.

Our design team will create a
3D virtual image to bring your
ideas to life. When your design

is ready, we'll send it to you
with a quotation. No obligation!

We work with you to design your dream space
snoezelen design service
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sensory rooms - bubble tubes

This compact tube is ideal for use at home or in smaller spaces. With 8 bright colours as
standard, it can change colour automatically. It is also compatible with our range of
wired & wireless colour changing controllers for interactive use - see pg 114. From large
wireless switches, to rolling cubes, these are an amazing resource for colour
recognition and calming play. Durable and safe, these tubes will give years of service,
bringing relaxation and stimulation to any multi sensory environment. With bright LED
lights, and a fill and empty from the bottom feature. Dimensions 73cmH, x 10cm
diameter tube.

The battery powered, portable bubble tube offers freedom from plugs and sockets!
Allows greater flexibility as you are not limited by the position of your wall sockets and
can easily move the tube around for use by different people. Extremely safe and
practical. A charge lasts +- 3 to 4 hours. Includes battery charger. Dimensions 73cmH x
10cm diameter tube. The Portable Tube can be controlled with the wired 5 Colour
Controller Switch box (see pg 114) but is not compatible with wireless controllers.

These tubes offer a range of sizes, with 8 bright
colours, and are compatible with our range of wired &
wireless colour changing controllers (separate
purchase) for interactive use. Designed with reliability
and safety as a priority, these products will give years
of service, bringing relaxation and stimulation to any
sensory room. With LED lights, they are longer lasting
and easier to maintain than ever before with their fill
and empty from the bottom feature!

Tube Collars secure the top of your tube to the wall,
see pg 109, and soft plinths add a comfortable place
to sit and enjoy your Tube - see pg 134.

We have a fantastic range for you to choose from
- from compact tubes which run on batteries and
can easily be moved from room to room, to some
of the largest tubes available in the world.

Some of our high quality Bubble
Tubes can be controlled by people
with physical disabilities, using
switches or even eye tracking! Talk
to us about your requirements - we'll
help to ensure you choose the right
Bubble Tube for your needs and
budget.

Bubble Tube effects
can be enhanced

using our safe plastic
mirrors! See pg 109

Midi Tube
73cm

Maxi Tube
100cm

Maxi Tube
150cm

Ball Tube
175cm

Giant Tube
200cm

This large tube brings a real wow factor to your
sensory space. It is ideal for larger rooms, as a very
special feature in your multi-sensory environment.
With a huge 20cm diameter, it is bold, eye catching
and excellent build quality. It can cycle through 8
bright colours, and is compatible with our range of
wired & wireless colour changing controllers for
interactive use - see pg 114. Safe and reliable, these
tubes will bring years of service to your environment
and are a wonderful investment in the sensory needs
of its users.

ROMPA

ROMPA ROMPA
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This affordable tube is almost 2m
tall, with a sturdy stainless steel
base. It is remote controlled with
LED lights in the base and provides
a wide range of colour and speed
options. Includes a set of 15 fish
which move around in the water,
encouraging visual tracking,
conversation and relaxation.

Dimensions 183 x 15cm Diameter
Tube

This affordable triple tube has
stones at the base and creates a
powerful feature. It is remote
controlled with LED lights in the
base and provides a wide range
of colour and speed options.
Includes a set of 15 fish.

Dimensions 135cm Tall

sensory rooms - bubble tubes

This bubble wall is ideal for use in
sensory rooms, or as an eye
catching feature. It has a high-
quality black metal frame and
ornamental stones in the base to
add to the zen feel. The remote
control offers five modes of colour
changes, including flashing,
strobe, fading, smooth and a
static single colour. Choose from
16 shades and adjust the
brightness. Includes a high quality
air pump for creating bubbles.
Suitable for indoor use only.

Dimensions: 120 x 45cm

These bubble tubes are able
to efficiently move a set of
balls up and down in the tubes.
With a special second inner tube,
the balls move up the inner tube
and down the outer tube. This is
excellent for visual tracking
exercises or providing a stronger
focal point for the user.

They are also
compatible with our
wired & wireless colour
changing controllers
(separate purchase)
for interactive use - See
pg 114.

Designed with reliability
and safety as a priority,
these products will give
years of service,
bringing relaxation and
stimulation to any
sensory room or multi
sensory environment.
With LED lights, they
are easier to maintain
than ever before with
their fill and empty
from the bottom
feature!

Dimensions: 20cm
diameter tube. Options
for 1m, 1.5m, 1.75m or
2m height.

This compact and affordable tube
changes colour automatically.
Experience a kaleidoscope without
needing to control anything.
Includes a set of 8 Fish which move
around in the water, encouraging
visual tracking, conversation and
relaxation. The tube has an on and
off switch on the base.
Available with a black or white base
- please specify.

Dimensions 105 x 20cm

Don't miss our
Double Bubble
Bonanza
Wall Panel
on pg 112!

The LED Rocket Light is
an affordable, bright,
colour-changing LED
lamp. It is like a bubble
tube without the water!
The Rocket Light
consumes very little
power, is very
lightweight, generates
no heat and has a
lifetime of tens of
thousands of hours. Not
intended for touching.

It includes an infrared
remote control, or the
colours can continuously
change through 16
different shades.

Dimensions: 120 x 8.4 x
6.8cm
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sensory rooms - bubble tubes

Safe Mirror Panels

We recommend the use of a collar for further
stability of your bubble tube. The collar fits over the
top of the Bubble Tube and is secured to the wall.
The length of the collar can be adjusted to fit
different tube positions. To be purchased separately
from the bubble tube. Size and style will be selected
according to the diameter of your Bubble Tube.

The reflections created by mirrors can enhance the effects of your
Bubble Tube, or any other light up sensory equipment. Made of
safe acrylic or styrene, they are safe, plastic mirrors.

Mirrors are also an excellent method of teaching imitation and
self-inspection, and with safe mirrors your learners can explore
their reflections without risk.

A set of two mirrors can be placed together in a corner for extra
reflective effect - one bubble tube looks like four!

Supplied with double sided adhesive tape or mirror silicone to
easily attach to your wall. No screws or drilling required.

Laser cut to your required size and shape - please specify.
Maximum single panel size 205 x 101cm x 3ml.

Balls & Sea Creature Sets

A set of 15 multi-colour balls, or 10
white balls, for use in our bubble
tubes. The balls provide a good
visual feature to encourage tracking
or conversation. For use with Ball
Bubble Tubes with dual columns
only.

Sea Creature sets may be
added to any tube. Colourful
and appealing, they bob
around at different levels of
the tube. Typically includes 6
fish, a seahorse and a jellyfish
but contents may vary.

Bubble Tube Treatment Fluid

Add monthly to the water in
your Bubble Tube to help
prevent bacteria, smell and
algae. Organic biocide that will
not cloud or damage the
acrylic tube. Simple and safe to
use.

A single bottle can treat a 1m
tube for up to 2 years. Long
shelf life – lasts up to 4 years.
500ml.

Rapid Water Pump

A quick, safe and easy means
of emptying and filling your
bubble tube. Includes 4m of
tubing and a power supply.

Trees & Plants

With this artificial foliage, available in various designs
and plants, you can bring a natural finishing touch to
your sensory space. Create an outdoor look or conceal
a power plug etc. Image shows Hanging Ivy 65cm.

Mirror Ball & Motor

This optional motor
turns the Mirror
Ball at 1RPM.
It needs to
be fixed to
the ceiling
and
connected
to a 240v
mains supply.

Enables your Rompa Bubble
Tube to be filled from the base,
rather than via the top of the
tube. Includes pump, tubing
and power cable to connect
to the Bubble Tube’s power
supply.
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sensory rooms - fibre optics

Jumbo Fibre Optic Strands
Visually appealing as you would expect fibre optics to
be and highly tactile too! These extra chunky strands
are strong and easy to hold, and provide a bold visual
feature. Easy to grip, with crimped ends. Phthalate-free,
fibre optics are safe to handle but should never be
mouthed. Requires a LightSource (available separately).
Our LightSources are quiet, cool, very compact and
also wirelessly interactive with our exciting range of
controllers - see pg 111.

Allows your fibre optics to be spread out on the wall or
over a doorway in a beautiful waterfall effect. Holds
up to 200 strands. Fibre Optics and LightSource are
available separately. Length of comb: 120cm. Curved
Combs for corner use also available.

Fibre Optic Comb

Interactive Fibre Optic Strands
ROMPAFibre Optics provide light you can touch, hold,

capture and feel! Ideal for those with sensory
avoidance and difficulty enjoying the normal range
of lighting effects. Fibre optics stimulate and hold
attention. They are safe to touch, phthalate-, glass- and
latex-free. Fibre Optics from ROMPA® are three-strand
and so are considerably more effective than cheaper
single strand options. Fibre optics are safe to handle but
should never be mouthed. Requires a LightSource
(available separately - see pg XX). 1m x 100
strands, 1m x 150 strands, 2m x 100 strands, 2m x 150
strands, 2m x 200 strands, 3m x 150 strands, 3m x 200
strands

UV Fibre Optic Strands
Sparkling, captivating, stunning and now they
glow under UV light too! Fibres twinkle like your
usual fibre optics, but there’s more! Double their
effectiveness and use them under UV light for glow-in-
the-dark strands and extra visual appeal. With crimped
ends, these fibre optics are safe to handle but should
never be mouthed. Requires a LightSource (available
separately). Our wonderful LightSources are quiet, cool,
very compact and also interactive with our controllers on
pg XX.

Portable Strands & LightSource
These portable fibre optics are powered by a low
voltage rechargeable battery unit, allowing it to be
safely used anywhere - whether a sensory room or smal
dark den. People will love playing with the beautiful,
glowing fibre optic strands which remain cool and are
completely safe to touch. The fibre optic strands are 1m
long. Note this unit is not compatible with our interactive
controllers and users cannot control the colour
themselves.

Strands & LightSource Budget Kit
This affordable kit includes a 16W Light Source and 100 x
strands each 1.5m long. It has a small remote control
which changes the colours, which may not be
accessible to people with fine motor difficulties.

ROMPA
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sensory rooms - fibre optics

Interactive LightSource

The LightSource runs cool and is maintenance-free.
It provides the light for Fibre Optic strands (separate
purchase) and can be controlled by our range of
Sensory Controllers such as the Microphone, Talking
Cubes or 8 Colour Wire free Controller. Ideal for sensory
stimulation, colour recognition and developing the
understanding of cause and effect. Compact and can
be wall-mounted. See pg 110 for Fibre Optic Strands
and pg 114 for controllers.

With all the key features of our standard LightSource,
but with 2 ports so two fibre optic products (e.g. Fibre
Optic Strands, Milky Way Carpets) can be operated
from one LightSource and one electrical point.
Especially useful in cushioned platforms where space
is tight. Allows colour sequences of both products to
run in tandem.

2 Port Interactive LightSource

Fibre Optic Milky Way Carpet

This high quality carpet has optical fibres woven into the pile,
creating a stunning, shimmering effect of continually changing
colours. Lay the carpet on top of existing flooring/cushioning or
attach to the wall. Available in black, cream, blue, red or green.
Please specify your choice of colour when ordering. Avoid using
in doorways or other areas where heavy wear is likely.

Heavy weights such as hoists and wheelchairs should
not be pushed over the carpet.
Light source required - see below (Separate purchase)

ROMPA

ROMPA ROMPA

Leaf Chair

The elegant leaf chair cradles the body and provides a
gentle swinging motion to aid relaxation. Chair will
support up to 100kg. Size: 165cmL. Requires a stand for
suspension (available separately), or ceiling mounting.
Chain included with chair. NOTE: All swings should only
be ceiling mounted with advice from a competent
building professional.

Leaf Chair Stands

Includes the Leaf Chair and a T-shape floor stand, and a
chain for suspension. Avoids the need for ceiling
suspension which requires a suitable building structure.

The corner stand saves space when suspending the Leaf
Chair and also avoids the need for ceiling suspension.
Size: 210H x 164cmL
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sensory rooms - wall panels

Hip Hop Activity Box

Combines two Snoezelen® favourites – bubble tubes and wall panels. Bubbles and
colour can be individually controlled in each of the two chambers. Be amazed as
the bubbles dissipate in one chamber only to burst into life in the other. The panel is
packed with sound effects and music which makes for a truly exciting multi-sensory
experience. The stunning effects stimulate, empower and engage. Perfect for co-
operative play, turn-taking and follow-my-lead activities.

With 42 unique effects
Bubble Control via Buttons
With two bubble chambers – the bubbles and colour of
each can be controlled independently
Great for pair work and co-operative activity
Can be used by one person to promote bilateral movement
Encourages choice and control
3 modes of operation – interactive, creative and music
With gentle vibration for tactile input
Accessible and illuminated push buttons to control bubbles
and colour
Absorbing / Distracting to Help Calm
Patterns Control Bubbles & Colour
Can be use with a microphone for a Sound to Light effect to
encourage vocalisation
Available in Blue, Cream, White or Black

Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm

Rewarding, responsive and remarkably versatile!
Encourage movement, creativity and composition, listening

skills, meaningful activity and an understanding of cause and
effect. Enjoy passively or interactively in a targeted

way, or simply to allow exploration and choice
at the user’s own pace.

6 modes of operation, including Simon
Says and Create a Song
Different levels of complexity – some
modes are simple and others are more
challenging
10 different sound effects including
musical instruments, animal and space
sounds
Accessible and illuminated push button
Great for colour recognition and
matching
Can be use with a microphone for a
sound to light effect to encourage
vocalisation
Available in Blue, Cream, White or Black

Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm
Floor 145 x 72.5 x 15cmH
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sensory rooms - wall panels

Colour Catch Combo

Create amazing displays by selecting from a number
of patterns, colours and speeds, each paired to
sound effects. This panel offers a number of different
effect themes for a more relaxing or varied sensory
experience, for example water or carnival sounds, or
exciting fireworks.

Patterns include: 5 Fireworks Effects, a spinning
Catherine Wheel, Falling Stars, Strobe, Radiating, and
Comet Effect.

With 825 unique and easy to use pattern combinations.
Offers 11 colours, 5 sound effects and 3 speed options.
5 stunning fireworks effects including Catherine Wheel,
Falling Stars, Radiating, Comet and Strobe.
Use passively or interactively.
5 Sound Effects
Accessible and illuminated push buttons.
Facilitates choice and control. Sockets for your own
switches.
Can be use with a microphone for a sound to light
effect to encourage vocalisation.
Sound effects and visual effects are closely linked for
easier understanding.
Available in Blue, Cream, White or Black

Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm.

The Colour Catch Combo panel fills with colour and light
during use, and provides exciting visual and auditory
rewards for participating. It includes four colour based
games designed to improve memory, colour recognition
and motor skills but most of all to be great fun! Colour
matching is included - matching is an important
foundation skill for language and mathematical concepts.

For passive and interactive use
Range of Difficulty Levels
4 games including Memory Match, Colour Fill and
Colour Snap
Adjustable challenge levels for a range of abilities –
from simple games to more complex memory tasks
Easily-adjusted difficulty levels
Accessible and illuminated push buttons
Sockets for your own switches
Can be use with a microphone for a sound to light
effect to encourage vocalisation
Touch screen tracks your score and the high score for
the session
Displays scores to help monitor progress
Available in Blue, Cream, White or Black

Size: 115H x 67W x 10cm
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sensory rooms - controllers
How to control your Sensory Room products?

ROMPA

ROMPA

ROMPA

Talking Cube Controller - Large/Small

A popular item in our Sensory Room range, this wireless
talking soft play cube is multi-purpose and has endless
educational applications. It enables the user to control
the colours of the sensory environment - throw or drop
the cube and change the room colours. Each of the 6
brightly coloured sides has a transparent pocket into
which you can add your own pictures, symbols, words
or photographs. You can easily customise each cube
face with your own pre-recorded message, in any
language! To promote colour recognition, simply roll
the cube and listen as the name of the uppermost
colour is heard. Make the cube land on the colour
blue and be rewarded with the sound “blue!” etc.
Ideal for developing the understanding of
cause and effect, colour recognition, picture
recognition & motor skills. Or put dots in the
pockets for use as a dice... the possibilities
are endless! Includes cube, speaker and 9V
battery. This product has a zip for
manufacturing purposes only.

ROMPA
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Interactive Stepping Stones

The steps form part of our Rompa Wifi Controller range, so
they interact with all our compatible elements, such as Wall
Panels, Fibre Optic strands, Bubble Tubes, Light Strips, and more!
Pressure pads contained in a foam padded wooden box
activate the corresponding colour in the Sensory Room elements.
Helps encourage reach and movement, balance, coordination,
colour recognition, attention, awareness of cause and effect,
core strength, spatial awareness and gross motor skills.

ROMPA
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5 Colour Controller

Interact with our Midi and Maxi Bubble
Tubes using this large button circular
Switch Box. Control the colours and
the flow of bubbles by pressing the
appropriate buttons. The settings
on the underside of the Switch Box
allow control over the speed of
colour change as well as when the
bubbles are activated. Can be used
with a Rompa switch for additional
visual options.

Interactive Carpet Mat Set

8 Colour Controller - Basic

This unit wirelessly controls the colours of many of
our Sensory Room products. It provides large, easy
buttons plus additional switch ports for your own
switches. Use just one unit to provide a central controller
for the colours on a Wall Panel, Bubble Tube, Fibre optic
LightSource, LED Spotlight, LED Spotlight and Mood
Lighting etc. It includes a charger for the integrated
battery.

ROMPA ROMPA

8 Colour Controller - Deluxe

The same features of the Basic 8 Colour Controller, plus
more. This feature-packed device includes fabulous

additional abilities. A timer facility can adjust the length
of time any colour is activated; pre-recorded multi-
lingual words and sounds can be activated on the

buttons, including colours, numbers, fun sounds and a
musical scale. A USB port lets you add your own sounds

-

WiFi Override Transmitter

An easy way to provide Infrared access to the
Rompa range of interactive sensory room products.
The discrete controller also allows carers to override
other Wi Fi controllers. Designed for situations where a
user has almost activated one of the controllers but has
not exerted enough pressure on a switch button, or has
missed the button, intended to ensure a reward for
their efforts.

ROMPAROMPA

Includes the infra-red remote,
controller interface and power
supply.
Requires a Wi Fi Controller
(e.g. Deluxe 8 Colour
Wirefree Controller) and
Wi Fi responsive products
such as bubble tubes, light
sources etc.
Size: 8.5L x 5.1 x 0.7cm.

perhaps words in the user's
own language, or fun noises

to accompany colours.
Controls on the underside
include a LCD display with

pre-programmed functions.
You can use one unit to

control the colours on a Wall
Panel, Bubble Tube, Fibre

optic LightSource, LED
Spotlight, or Mood Lighting

etc. It includes a charger for
the integrated battery.

Nine tactile floor mats allow control of our
ROMPA® bubble tube, Fibre Optics and
LightSource, Wall Panels and Interactive
Lighting. Walk on the green mat to turn
your sensory product green... step onto
purple to turn it purple... and so on! The
black carpet turns the colour off.

It is a great way to bring gross motor
stimulation to your sensory room in
an engaging way. Each mat has its
own texture and colour. A large
surface area is perfect for those
without the finer motor skills to
operate smaller switches
and allows several users
to play together, and
take turns. Mats can be
placed on the floor or
wall-mounted. Single PP3
9V battery required (to
be purchased
separately).

ROMPA
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ROMPA

Sound-responsive, wireless control of your
Snoezelen® favourites. Great for encouraging
vocalisation and for encouraging interactivity for who
can't access touch-responsive switches. Compatible with
ROMPA® bubble tubes, LightSources, wall panels and
many more products. A universal charger is included. The
same size as a standard microphone, this could be used
with a microphone stand (to be purchased separately).

Microphone Controller
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sensory rooms - wall & floor

SENse Micro Interactive Floor

Musical Bumpas / Vibrating Bumpas

Give your Snoezelen space the X-Factor with a musical
instrument you can activate with your whole body!
Vibrant, engaging, interactive and it sounds as good as it
looks. The jumbo size makes music accessible, fun and a
shared experience, encouraging gross motor
engagement, movement and creativity.

Available in a wide range of colours to match your
theme, such as black & white, or create a rainbow using
your choice of colours, or the same colour for them all -
it’s up to you!

Requires a sturdy wall for mounting, with overall weight
approximately 50kg. The Musical Bumpas are a supplied
as a set of 8, while Vibrating Bumpas (no music) are
available individually so you can have as many or as few
as you need.

Size: each Bumpa 15cm D x 115 or 145cm H. Overall
width of the set of 8 is 240cm.

SENse Micro is one of the smallest and most affordable interactive floor
displays available. SENse Micro creates colourful, engaging floor projections
that respond to and interact with body movement.

Lightweight and easy to move from room to room it offers instant ‘plug and
play’ operation with no set up required and is ideal for use in a classroom or
at home. It can project onto a table allowing almost any surface, including
wheelchair trays, to become fun, immersive and interactive.

It is simple to operate and easy to install. SENse Micro is supplied with click-
together, portable, foam flooring to provide an interactive surface to be
used in any room.

The SENse Micro software, combined with the high brightness projector
create multiple themes and images which are combined with built-in
speakers for audio effects. With thousands of pictures and hundreds of
videos and sounds on-board, any image or audio file can also be added
to the many effects available, enabling teachers or parents to customise
programs for individual users. A range of stimulating themes including ‘Splat
the Balloons’, ‘Scatter the Flowers’ and an interactive fish pond are
provided.

Full training manual supplied. Dimensions: H 19cm x W 12cm x D 15cm.
Maximum projection size: L 125cm x W 95cm x Diagonal 160cm.
Weight: 1.7kg. For larger projections, we also offer the SENse Mini.
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sensory rooms - projectors

Aura Projector

The perfect projector for smaller sensory rooms or
bedrooms. High quality, and an appropriate
brightness. Features include: Timer feature for
automatic shut down; Dimming control; LED so no
bulb changes and no heat; Compatible with our
extensive range of effect wheels; Includes one Liquid
Wheel; Built in Wheel Rotator; Wi-Fi connectivity, works
with the Aura App for iOs. Size: 20 x 20 x 20cm

Includes the Aura Projector as well as the Sun and
Starry Sky Effect Wheels. The Sun wheel can be used in
the morning and the Starry Sky wheel in the evening
as visual temporal prompts for getting up and going
to bed.

Space Projector

A slim-line projector to suit smaller sensory areas, including the home. Especially
suitable for a child’s bedroom. Can be used for up to six hours at a time.
Includes one easy-to-change Space Liquid Wheel. Projector body is silver
and has a lovely sleek design. Latex-free. Size: 25L x 24cmH

Includes a set of four extra colour Liquid Effect Wheels,
plus the Space Projector and its original effect wheel!

Counting Sheep Coastal Celebration

No need to wait for night time to see the beauty of a
starry sky! Illuminating, twinkling, dazzling, stellar
spectacle! Compact yet transforms a whole ceiling.
Ideal for domestic use. Can be wall mounted.
Includes AC adapter. Size: 28 x 24 x 21cm

Laser Sky Projector Laser Sphere Projector

Mesmerising moving and colour-changing light effects
with this good value projector. Remove the frosted top
and beautiful colours are projected onto your wall. Can
be tilted so angle can be adjusted. Includes power
adapter. Size: 13L x 10.5W x 14cmH

Black and White contrast assists some people with complex
vision, and the themed options are engaging, calming and
great to chat about as they rotate. A magical way to create
a moving, visually stimulating yet restful sensory experience.
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Effect Wheels for Snoezelen® Projector

The Effect Wheels are highly recommended for essential Snoezelen® work. The simple changing shapes of colour
and gentle patterns require little intellectual concentration. This allows the individual to relax with the image without
the need to predict or decipher the objects.

Used with our Snoezelen® Projector, these Effect Wheels provide an opportunity to change the appearance of the
walls and ceiling of your multi-sensory environment quickly and easily. Replace the wheel in your projector to suit
individual preferences, provide new visual interest, theme the room, imply temperature or a time of day/year,
encourage reminiscence and conversation, and to stimulate learning in educational settings. Choose between
relaxing wheels and more stimulating wheels. Wheels are easy to attach on the magnetic turning plate.

Liquid Mood Wheels, Fruit, Music and more -
there are a wide variety of other themes
available - please enquire for full range.

Sensory Theme Tropical Fish Theme Whale Theme Waterfalls Theme

Clouds Theme Planets Theme Space Ritual Theme

Snoezelen LED Projector Starter Pack

Shapeland Theme
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UV Light Bulbs

Disco Lightbulb

Such an easy way to create
engaging visual effects in
your room! Simply insert this
bulb into a normal table or
ceiling lamp, and watch
it automatically rotate
and shine beautiful
multi-colour, moving,
lights around the room.
Available in Screw
style.

Dimensions
16.2 x 8.4 x 8.2cm

Quick, economical and
easy way to transform
your room into an ultra-
violet environment.
Perfect for rooms where
permanent installation of
a UV light is impractical,
simply insert this bulb into
any lamp or ceiling light
with a bayonet or screw
connection.

UV Torch

Power UV Room Light
Strong enough to create a strong UV light effect
spotlight in your sensory room, this super bright LED
lamp in its compact casing can fit almost anywhere.
With an integrated stand, it can mounted or stand
freely. Features a sound and strobe mode, colour
fading in/out mode, dimming,
variable speed-function etc.
or create your own looks using
the 7-channel DMX mode.
The UV light provides an extra
dimension to white clothing
and objects illuminating
brightly. The unit can also be
linked together in daisy
chain for extra powerful
illumination.
Dimensions 25 x 25 x 5cm.

Kaleidoscope Disco Ball

This colourful, rotating disco ball
casts beautiful lights onto the
walls of your room, perfect
for creating a calming
space or a fun and lively
one. Popular for kids
with autism and a
great addition to your
sensory room. Perfect
for parties too. Mains
powered, this will
provide good quality,
sustained visual
stimulation.
Dimensions:
15.6 x 10.2 x 10cm

Interactive Colour Strip Lights

This colour changing LED spotlight is compact, cool-
running and maintenance-free. Choose one colour or
from several colour changing programs. Can also be
used interactively with a Sensory Room Controller,
available separately - see pg 114.
Compatible with alternative
access options which
include switches and even
eye tracking. Visual effect
and speed can be
adjusted. With angle-
adjustable bracket so it
can be suspended. For
indoor use only. Weight:
0.8kg. Size: 18 x 12 x 10.5cm

Interactive Colour Spotlight

This colour changing LED strip light is operated by
remote control, and is as flexible as it is
attractive. Perfect for edging, highlighting and
bordering walls, stairs, ceilings, doorways or
virtually wherever you want in your sensory
area. Includes 5m of self-adhesive LED Light
Strip, a power supply and a remote.

Compatible with our range of Sensory Room
controllers, making it accessible for people
with a physical impairment to change colours.
Not intended to be handled - install out of reach
such as behind a short pelmet at ceiling height.

ROMPA

A compact, pocket sized black light florescent UV Torch.
It is portable and ideal for use in smaller spaces, such as
a Dark Den tent, to illuminate UV reactive items. Various
models and sizes, depending on availability.

ROMPA
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All With
Colour

Remote Control

sensory rooms - glow furniture

A lovely way to teach shape
and colour, while offering a
calming shape to touch, the
ball is a comforting addition
to your sensory room.

For a sense of fairy garden fun
when indoors or out! Ideal for
smaller spaces and little hands.

Easy to use and program, our
colour changing shapes,
offer excellent value and an
impressive feature in your
room.

Great as a work surface for CVI
visual development exercises;
bright backgrounds help
learners focus on an object.

One supplied.

120

Use to encourage movement
play, to light up a pathway; or
as a visual social behaviour
cue - so many ideas!
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All With
a 16 Colour

Remote Control

As well as being an attractive
feature, it offers a useful
surface for vision activities, or
a way to highlight objects on
display.

Dimensions: 60 x 60 x 13cm

Ideal for classroom use with
transparent resources - See pg
XX. Or create an interesting
floor feature or a useful visual
development surface. Can be
walked on!

Add a sense of
awe and wonder
to your setting with
this giant light up
tube. Adults and
children alike will
love its soft glow
which lasts for up
to 8 hours.

For those who prefer their
own space, this light up stool
can offer a little oasis of
tranquility.

Seating is important in a
sensory space - a place to sit
and enjoy the sights and
sounds, or to connect with
people in the room.

Dimensions: 102 x 40 x 40cm Dimensions: 40 x 40 x 40cmDimensions: 40cm Diameter

Dimensions: Two sizes:
100 or 70cm H

Dimensions: 27cm H x
11cm Diameter
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A mini marvel. This
tiny stone tower is
easy to transport
and use even in
compact spaces.
Its soft glow lasts
for up to 8 hours.



UV Carpet
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UV Glow Star Parachute

UV Carpet Tiles - Set of 5

Bring some magic to
the dark with this gently

glowing UV bubble
fluid. Bubble machine

and UV fluid sold
separately.

LED Bubble Machine & UV Fluid

This colourful, high-quality carpet
glows in vivid fluorescent colours
when under ultra violet (UV)lights.
Lay the carpet on existing floor or
attach to a wall. Creates a very
uplifting, sensory effect, helpful
for people who require intense
stimulation or strong visual cues.
Size: 182cm x 91cm. Can also do
made to measure UV carpets.
UV light required - available
separately - see pg 119.

With patterns that glow under UV light, this set
provides strong visual and tactile stimulation. Place
on the floor, tabletop or wall-mount. Safe to handle,
with bound edges for a smooth finish. Each tile
measures 46 x 30cm.

UV LineLite
LineLite is flexible plastic tubing which glows in vivid
colours when held under UV light. The glowing tubes are
fun to touch, tie together, thread through holes, move
objects along the line for tracking exercises, or generally
explore. UV light to be purchased separately - see pg
119.

Flexible, textured ‘rope’ that glows under UV light. These
ropes provide a captivating, tactile, visual experience
which many adults and children find deeply calming.
Phthalate-free. UV light to be purchased separately -
see pg 119.

UV Twister Rope

Glow in the dark UV stars shine brightly against the navy
blue nylon ‘sky’ background. A very calming group tool
which provides visual stimulation and opportunities for
social activity and interaction. Handles make the
parachute easy to hold and move. Impressive 3.65m
Diameter. UV light required - available separately - see
pg 119.

The glowing LED machine can be used in a dark
room, to blow a stream of UV bubbles. Great for
visual tracking, calming and fun for parties too!
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Glow Construction

Light Panels
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These blocks change colour when turned onto a different
side. Children will love turning the blocks in their hands to
see which colour they will change to next. Perfect for
teaching sequencing, order, balance, counting and
colours. Supplied as a set of 12 bricks containing 4 x 15cm
cubes and 8 x 7.5cm cubes. Please note that this image
shows two sets of bricks.

Use these to highlight a visual target for CVI Stage I. Or
use in photography, science and art to explore
transparent objects & colour combinations. A simple
button offers three brightness levels. Available in three
sizes: A1, A2 and A3. Also see our Glow Cube & Glow
Table for a multi-purpose alternative on pg 120-121.

Colour Change Light Panels

A slim, light glowing panel which provides a wealth of
learning or sensory experiences. Use it to enhance visual
stimulation or visibility for visual impairment. Small,
durable and portable, this light panel is rechargeable
so can be used on the move, passed around the class,
or even taken outside. The light can also be changed
to one of 12 available colours, by simply turning the
dial, which enables children to experiment with colour
mixing or findone that is most comfortable for them. It
also has a 30 second recording function, so that
children can talk about their activity without the
pressure of having to write, or you can use the
recordings to teach and play any sounds along with
the colours and objects.

A slim, light glowing panel that creates an illuminated
surface, adding that extra engagement to your
learning activities. Incorporate the panel into a wide
variety of cross curricular themes. Light up maths,
literacy, science or any other activities and increase
enjoyment and understanding.

Use it to create a mini
landscape, explore
colour mixing or just
see more clearly
on this bright
surface.
Diameter 60cm.

Circle Light Panel

Squidgy Sparkle Gels

Children love these tactile glittery sets. Ideal for use with
a light panel, allowing light to shine through the brightly
coloured shapes. This is useful for children with visual
impairment and is a great tactile tool for kineasthetic
learners as they trace their finger around the shape,
building their knowledge of the formation. Made of
plastic and filled with a safe liquid and glitter. Great to
hide in sand, water or peg onto a string. Suitable for
ages 3+. Letters sets are a great accessory to any
synthetic phonics programme.
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Silver Sensory Balls

Bizi Visual/Tactile Ball

Silver Sensory Boulders

Construction with the WOW factor! These lovely
metallic blocks have a real treasure appeal. They can
be stacked, sorted and rolled. Reflective surface
simulates movement for people with CVI, and can be
used for a variety of learning opportunities. Made from
safe plastic with a mirrored metallic effect.

Set of 12 boulders, 4 of each size:12cm, 10cm, 7cm.

Visual Development Soft Cubes

Perfect for babies and toddlers or children with visual
impairment. These beautiful quality soft cubes have a
different and texture on each side. With shapes,
patterns, mirrors and smiling faces. Designed to meet
the developmental needs of young children or those
with CVI, with bright, bold, contrasting red, black and
white colours. Includes shiny, reflective and soft velvety
surfaces. Includes: 6 different cubes 14cm³. Wipe clean.

These balls are light enough for babies and toddlers to
manipulate. Super shiny spheres are great for
exploring and rolling, and are made from safe ABS
plastic with a metal mirrored effect. Great in room
with torches or other fun lighting. There are intricate
patterns on the balls, adding to the tactile and visual
experience.

Set includes 4 balls. Size each: 15cm.

Glow Alphabet Pebbles
A set of glow in the dark pebbles engraved with
lowercase alphabet letters. Ideal for taking literacy into
your Dark Den or Sensory room, these tactile stones are
the perfect size for little hands to hold. The pebbles glow
for up to an hour. Simply leave them out in daylight for a
few minutes to 'charge'. Ideal for use indoors or out.
Contains 26 pebbles supplied in a drawstring bag.
Size: approx. 5cm.

Visual Development Soft Balls

Each ball is different. Find out which one squeaks or
which one jingles. The bold, contrasting patterns are
designed to stimulate and engage even the
youngest of children and people with cortical visual
impairment. Great fun for patting, squashing and
rolling. Set includes 4 balls. Suitable from birth. Size: 2
x L18cm, 2 x L15cm.

Full of surprises! Full of features! Brilliant for children
with cortical visual impairment.
Stimulating textures to encourage
tactile exploration. Pull the ball
open for cause and effect
understanding. Contrasting
textures, sounds (jingle and
crinkle), a mirror and a pull-ring
combine for a fabulous ball!
Also white parts glow strongly
under a UV light. Surface
washable. Size: 19cm diameter.
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Includes a set of large rubber disks, and a set of smaller matching
texture disks. Explore with fingers or toes to match the textures of
the large discs to their corresponding smaller versions hidden in the
bag. Alternatively match by colour. Great in sensory circuits in
schools at the start of the day to help children focus their
concentration ready for learning. Useful as stepping stones for
balance and coordination activities, and organising activities in a
sensory circuit. Also an engaging and stimulating activity for adults
with dementia or learning difficulties.

Easy to clean and use. Includes 5 large and 5 small discs,
drawstring storage bag and blindfold.

Size: Large discs 26.5cm diameter x 3.5cmH
Small discs 11cm diameter x 1cmH, bag 29 x 24cm

Two different sets available.

Tactile Path

This curved walking path set can be arranged in
many different patterns to stimulate the feet. A floor
ring with a textured surface, it is great for sensory
integration, balance practice and having fun.

Maximum Load 80 kg; 8 interlocking pieces.
Dimensions: L: 40cm x W: 13.5cm x H: 7cm

Glow Sensory Mood Cushion

Tactile Multi-Purpose Cushion

Soft lighting at its most engaging. This light-up,
colour-changing cushion is as tactile
as it is visual. Made from ultra-soft
plush fur with LED lights inside.
Includes a simple remote.
Requires 3 AA batteries for
the cushion and 1 x CE2025
lithium coin battery for the
remote controller.
Soothing, beautiful & soft!

Dimensions:
35 x 35 x 17cm

Sit, kneel or stand on it for balance activities or lean
against it for a massage. Can be useful for encouraging
autistic children or those with ADHD to sit in one place.

With soft bumps on
one side and small
soft spikes on the
other. Colours may
vary. Supplied
inflated with top-up
air hole. Maximum
weight supported:
160kg. Size: 34cm
diameter.

Tacto Disks Set 1 and 2
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Hoberman Sphere - UV Glow Tactile Wedges

These vibration pillows with a cosy pouch for hands or
feet, are made from tactile fabrics and provide gentle
stimulation for people with profound disabilities,
dementia or chronic pain. Apply pressure to the pillow
to start the vibrations and release to stop. Great for
relaxation. Size: 30 x 30cm. Batteries available
separately.

The independent switch control of the vibration is an
excellent way to teach cause and effect. Requires 2 x D
batteries and a switch(available separately). See pg 86

for our range of switches.

Activates muscles that support the spine, & encourages
posture alignment. The sloped shape encourages the
pelvis to tilt forward. Ideal for clients who need sensory
input to stay focussed. Can also be used for balance
training. Supplied Inflated.

One of our favourite resources for children and adults.
Gently pull the ball to make it expand. Encourages
movement and fosters an understanding of size and
movement. Ideal for those who find repetitive motions
soothing. Can also be used as a hanging mobile. Glow
in the dark material is useful for people with visual
impairment and attractive in a dark sensory room.

Vibrating Massage Tube

Massage Tubes – simple but extremely effective... a
consistent best seller. An excellent flexible massager
which makes vibration fun to explore. Lightweight and
fully portable, the 115cm long massager also gives
soothing and penetrating relief to aching muscles. A
special Velcro® fastener is included for hands-free
massaging. Operates on 2xC size batteries at 2 speeds.
Now with a ribbed texture. Batteries not included.
Made of synthetic rubber and PVC.
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Whatever skills, abilities or musical talents your student has, Skoog’s universal design enables accessible, expressive
music that opens up a world of ‘music-play’ when you tap, twist, or squeeze it's foamy shape. Skoog connects
wirelessly to your iPad and has sensors that detect touch to make beautiful sound.

Adjustable sensitivity means that you can play Skoog intuitively with any part of your body: hands, elbows, knees or
head. Includes the Skoog app (free from the App Store on iTunes) and Bluetooth connectivity; Adjustable sensitivity;
Tactile orientation marker helps those with visual impairments to navigate Skoog interface; Built-in guide access mode
to hide on-screen menus and enable users to focus on playing; Requires iOS 7 or later, or Mac OS X v10.6 or later.
Dimensions 23 x 17 x 17 cm. Skoog and Skoog for iPad can be secured on a mounting arm!

iPad not included.

Skoog 2.0 for iPad

Beamz Interactive Music System

Beamz Interactive Music System consists of a laser controller
tower and software, & works by interrupting any of the 4
beams, either on the controller itself using a movement of the
hands or body, or with switches, or on-screen using eye gaze
or any other mouse alternative, to trigger an instrument
sound being played.

Use Beamz to teach basic cause and effect, directionality,
sequencing, fine and gross motor skills, common core
subjects and more. Or, use it simply as a creative leisure tool
for people with difficulty playing regular instruments.

The exclusive Tobii edition of the Beamz
software, adapted for eye gaze &
improved accessibility, may be
purchased without the physical laser
controller. Eye tracker and switches
are available separately.

The Beamz Soft Transport Case is
available separately.

The Skoog

The Skoog is a musical instrument for children of all ages and
abilities. Expressive, tactile and intuitive, a universally accessible
platform for creating and exploring musical sound.

Simply install the software on your computer, connect your
Skoog to the USB port (if you want to, connect some speakers
too!) and you are ready to play.

The software allows you to select instruments, beats and more.
It uses state-of-the-art software to deliver the quality and
expressive character of real musical instruments.

Flexible and simple to use, it offers not only the opportunity for
learning, creativity and expressive musicianship, but also a fun
and engaging audio resource.

The Skoog package contains one multi-touch sensor, one
software CD and comes complete with ten fantastic
instrument sounds.

Made of soft, squishy foam which is comfortable to squeeze,
bang or tap. Dimensions 23 x 17 x 17 cm.
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Ear Filters NoiseOff Hearing Protector

Earplugs can be useful for children with ADHD, ADD
and ASD as some individuals can find it difficult to
concentrate on school.

With special filters, Pluggies
muffle sound whilst allowing the
child to retain some hearing,
reducing any sense of isolation.

Made of a soft material that fits
comfortably in the ear.
For children approximately
4 to 12 years.

NoiseOff is lightweight and compact, with an adjustable
headband. It, uses patented technology to block out
distracting sounds, to help increase concentration and
focus, whilst still allowing you to clearly hear speech
without distortion. With a superior Noise Reduction Rating
(NRR) of 26 decibels, it outperforms many similar tools.

Ear Defenders Ear Defenders for Little Kids

Reducing sensory overload and audible distractions,
increases calm, concentration and focus, which helps
many children and adults with sensory processing
disorders or autism spectrum disorders, to feel more able
to cope with the world around them. Colour and model
may vary. One size fits all. The bar across the top
typically extends from 30 - 47cm, depending on the
model.

Noise can be overwhelming for some individuals which
can cause loss of concentration, stress and a lack of
sleep. Designed for small children’s ears to encourage
focus for improved learning at school and home.
Sturdy, comfortable and visually appealing. Made
from high quality plastic and fabric. Adjustable for
continued use as the child grows. For ages 2 - 5 years.

Create music with this lovely, affordable collection of
instruments. The resources are useful in a sensory
room for auditory stimulation, or in Therapy to assist
with rhythm, patterning and auditory processing.

The kit includes:
2 x Maracas
1 x Indian Drum
1 x Shaker
1 x Tambourine

Musical Instruments Assorted Pack
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Simple, patented and proven
non-electronic design.
Hygienic and impervious to
mould, mildew and bacteria.
Clearly hear speech and
other useful sounds in noisy
environments.
Lightweight, compact easily
hangs around your neck or
folds for storage.
Available in black, blue or
green.
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Clevy Headphones

Exposure to loud noise is a major cause of early hearing
loss, so these are limited to 85dB, a threshold according
to audiologists which is safe for medium and long term
use. The headset is sturdy and can withstand heavy use
by children. The twisty, extra long cable reminds people
they are wearing a headset if they move away from
the music or computer during use. The HearSafe ear
pads are designed to drown out ambient noise and
assist children to concentrate on what they are
hearing, or to remove distressing background noise.



Sensory Musical CD's
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Musical Bells - Set of 8

Themed music for relaxation
and Snoezelen sessions.
Includes 'bubble tubes’,
‘listening’ and ‘light’.
Approximately 53 minutes.
Ideal for creating an auditory
experience in a sensory room,
or setting the mood in an
educational, leisure or care
environment.

A colourful set of bells to shake or press - the clever push
button on top allows people with limited movement or
accuracy to ring the bells. Wonderful for group music
sessions. Excellent tone and tuning. Musical notes C64 -
C76 (C1, D2, E3, F4, G5, A6, B7, C8). The bell section is
mild steel - the handle and bell push are plastic. Size:
15cmH x 9cm diameter.

Switch on the aroma diffuser
and float away to the
peaceful music. A perfect
companion for
aromatherapy products.
Ideal for creating an
auditory experience in a
sensory room, or setting the
mood in an educational,
leisure or care environment.

10 tracks that combine
stunning classical guitar
interpretations and relaxing
sounds of the sea. Ideal for
creating an auditory
expereince in a sensory
room, or setting the mood
in an educational, leisure or
care environment.

From China to Ireland, from
the Dijeridoo to the Steel
Drum ... A journey of ethnic
diversity encompassing a
kaleidoscope of cultures,
styles and traditions. Ideal for
creating an auditory
expereince in a sensory
room, or setting the mood in
an educational, leisure or
care environment.
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An amazing, inclusive musical game. Each soft, tactile
instrument adds a different sound to the orchestra.
Choose an instrument and place it onto the orchestra
area to hear that instrument play, then add more or
swap them to vary the music. With 15 songs and 7
instruments to choose from, the combinations are
endless! Clear case with LED lights inside make it light up
beautifully in a dark room / den! Requires 4 x AA
batteries. Size: 25L x 21.6W x 8cmH

Symphony 2 Interactive Orchestra

Have a look at our amazing
Interactive Wall Panels for more
engaging musical options...!

See page 112-113



Aroma Diffuser Professional
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Aroma HuggaBuddies

Diffuses essential oils effectively, naturally and quietly.
Fan, not flame operated, making it much safer to use in
a school, sensory room or dementia care environment.
Two power settings for normal and boost applications.

Uses minimal electricity and can be left
unattended overnight. Includes one

easy to change/top-up cartridge, with
replacement cartridges available

separately, ideal if you'd like to switch
between different aromas.

Size: 16H x 11.5cm diameter.

Aroma Stone

Essential Oils Therapeutic Blends

Get four of our best-selling pure essential oil blends - a
fabulous starter pack for every sensory room or therapy
space. Includes: 1 x Sleep Easy Blend; 1 x Stress Relief
Blend; 1 x Breathe Easy Blend; 1 x Spirit Lifter Blend,
each supplied in 10ml amber glass bottles. Please
familiarise yourself with the safe use of Essential Oils.

Traditionally crafted in glazed ceramic, the Aroma Stone
is the clean, safe and effective way of vapourising
essential oils without the use of a naked flame. Put drops
onto the stone and simply plug in. Will not overheat and
can be easily cleaned with a damp cloth.
Allows you to blend your own
mix of choice of essential oils.
A brilliant way to engage
olfactory sense - a strong primal
sense that will resonate with
many people with complex
sensory needs.

Dimensions: 10cm diameter,
4cm high.

Switch Adapted Aroma Fan

A brilliant way to engage olfactory sense and accessible
for those who use a switch! Smell is a strong primal sense
that will resonate with many people with complex
sensory needs. Great for teaching cause & effect to
people with multiple
sensory impairment. Put a
few drops of essential oil
onto the included felt pad,
then simply press your
switch to activate the fan
and diffuse the aroma.
Dimensions: 12W x 13.5H x
3cmD. Requires a switch,
essential oil and 2 AA
batteries (available
separately).
See switches on pg 86.

Aroma Mouse

Diffuse on the move! Compact, light and portable. Use
in the car, or where space is limited. A brilliant way to
engage olfactory sense - a strong primal sense that will
resonate with many people with complex sensory
needs. Battery or mains operated.
Quiet yet highly effective
internal fan. Safe to use - no
heat or spillages. Includes 5 refill
pads. Requires 4 x AA batteries
and essential oils (available
separately).
Size: 14L x 9W x 7cmH
A pack of 10 refill pads for
Aroma Mouse is also available.

Light-up Diffuser|Speaker|Humidifier

This nifty little device is
an aroma diffuser, with
colour changing LED
light built in, and is also a
Bluetooth speaker and a
humidifier! Meets visual,
aroma and auditory
needs in one unit. Mains
operated. Can connect
to phones / iPads 8-10m
away. Automatic power
off when water is
finished, +-10 hours.
Dimensions 14cm
diameter x 12cm tall.

Super soft and super sensory! Tactile,
visual and aromatic. Cuddly and can be
warmed in the microwave. Their
heaviness is calming to many children.
Can be ‘posed’ to suggest emotions.
Pleasant lavender aroma. For 3 years and
over. Not suitable for those who mouth.
Select from Hippo, Elephant, Giraffe or
Penguin. Size: approximately 21H x 16W x
20cmL

See our
Aromas
Sensory

Pack
on pg
141
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Don't miss our Soft Play Section for more great Gross Motor Resources!

See pg 134

Extra Value Mixed Balls

Winner of a Practical Pre-School Bronze Award,
Wheelie Painters can roll through paint or puddles.
Each painter has a plastic wheel with a different
pattern used to pint or imprint various designs on a
multitude of surfaces, from the playground to paper.
Children will love twisting and turning their painter to
make fun and unique prints, keeping bodies and
minds active! Wheelie Painters come as a set of 4.
Size approximately: 80cmH x 38cmW.

Wheelie Painters

This collection provides over 25 pieces at a bargain
price! The different balls offer stimulation for gross motor,
visual and tactile sensory development. A variety of
colours, textures and sizes make this an affordable and
versatile kit for any setting. Contents: Colour Tennis Balls,
Fusilly Ball, Scented Crystal Bell Balls, Rainbow Knot Ball,
Emotions Balls, Play Rings, Hedgehog Balls, Spiky Ball and
a Sensa-ring.

Give this wall panel a spin each time you walk past, for
gentle sounds of beads moving around.
Providing visual and auditory
stimulation, the encased
beads make a
delightful ‘rain’
sound as they fall.
Bright colours
and eye-catch-
ing when
moved. Each
includes a
wall-mount-
able wooden
rotator so the
panel can be
carefully spun.
Easily detaches
from the wall if
required for
tabletop / lap
use. Size:
48L x 45W x 5H

Rotating Water Wheel Panel

Visual and auditory – the encased beads make a
delightful ‘rain’ sound as they fall.
Bright colours are eye-catching
when moved.
Each includes a
wall-mountable
wooden rotator so
the panel can be
carefully spun.
Easily detaches
from the wall if
required for
tabletop / lap
use. Encourage
motor skills and
hand-eye
co-ordination or
simply create an
attractive feature
in your class, or
play space. Size:
48L x 45W x 5H

Rotating Labrynth Panel
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Mega 4-In-A-Row

Includes 42 discs
(21 of each colour)
Size: 120L x 55W x
117cmH

Big bold chunky discs and a sturdy frame. Try to get four
in a row before your opponent! Frame can be
dismantled for ease of storage. Great for both indoor
and outdoor games. Ideal for people who are in a

wheelchair to encourage
movement and reaching. Good
for developing team work and

cooperation.

Tube Trail

Co-Operband

Wonderful for all ages. A great way to warm up and
to make exercise fun. The fabric is soft, stretchy, wrinkly
and extremely appealing. The bright, bold colours are
appropriate for older users. Can be used in schools for
personal social health education as pupils work co-
operatively in a group. Suitable for creative play and
learning about forces and rebound. Will hold six to
twelve participants.
Size: 160cm diameter (unexpanded), 6cmW

Sit and Spin

Useful for hand-eye co-ordination, gross motor skills and
exercise. Provides vestibular input that some children
with sensory processing problems can crave. Fun and
practical, this may help children to self-regulate,
manage their behaviour and improve their confidence.

Compact enough to be portable,
and could be used outdoors

(then stored inside).
Maximum weight
supported: 45kg.

For 3 years and over.
Minimal assembly

required.

Dimensions:
55cm diameter x30cmH

Body Squeezer

Provides deep pressure for additional sensory input,
which can be soothing and relaxing. Deep pressure is
especially beneficial for children with ASD and ADHD,
and can help reduce tactile defensiveness in those who
cannot tolerate being touched (hypersensitivity or over
sensitivity to touch). Moving through the rollers can help
with motor planning, and can be used as part of
imaginative play. Tension and pressure are easily
adjusted to each user’s specific needs – you can
choose the appropriate level of proprioceptive
feedback for your child. Masterfully crafted with a Baltic
birch wood frame. Cushioned foam rollers are covered

in an easy-care
polyurethane vinyl
and they squeeze
and release
pressure evenly and
consistently. With
hand holds for
portability. Colours
may vary.

Weight limit: 45kg Size: 85L x 60W x 38cmH

Fun Tunnel

Hours of fun are possible with this heavy duty tunnel.
Made of high durability plastic, children can wriggle
through it, roll over in it and peer through the
transparent sides.

Encourages gross motor skills. Colours may vary.
Size when extended: 182L x 60cm diameter.

Place the balls in the colourful rings and watch them
disappear down the tube and emerge at the bottom.
Perfect for use on a floor or table. Easily portable and
includes 10 balls.

The balls disappear and
reappear again as they
travel through the ribbed
transparent tubes creating
a tactile, rewarding
vibration and auditory
stimulation.

This repeatable activity also
encourages hand/eye co-
ordination.

Size: 75cmH;
Tray 29W x 50D x 7cmH
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Light Up Floor Tiles

Liquid Floor Tiles

Dimensions 50cm
Diameter x 0.6cm deep

These floor tiles contain two flowing colours that swirl around as
you move about on them. A wonderful visual and tactile
experience, that really does encourage you to move and
explore the surfaces. They will withstand jumping on and
strenuous use by children and adults as well as the weight of
wheelchairs. Can also be used on a table top or any flat
surface. With a cushioned, non-slip backing which does not
need installation, simply apply a little pressure to create a
dramatic visual effect. A great addition to any sensory room.

Available in three different sets, Round, Large Square or Small
Square - please specify when ordering.

Dimensions 30 x 30cm x
0.6cm deep

Dimensions 50 x 50cm x
0.6cm deep
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Bubble Tube Plinths

Place your Bubble Tube in this protective,
comfortable platform. Allows the user to sit on the
platform to get close to the bubbles.
Made of high-quality plywood, covered with foam
and upholstered with easy-clean PVC or
leatherette. Custom design & dimensions available.

Standard Sizes:
Corner 90 x 90 x 30H
Half Circle: 35H x 120W x 60D

Padded Wall Panels

Variety of
colours
available!

Make your sensory room safer by adding padding to
the walls. Also enhances the appearance of a room.
Available in a range of colours, in PVC plastic or soft
leatherette. Coordinate colours with your soft play
elements for a beautiful finishing touch. Custom
designed to fit your room, any sizes possible.
Standard Sizes:

A B C D E F G G2 D2

Soft & Comfy Wave Seating

Bubble Tube Plinth - Corner Climb

Beautiful and practical, this protective,
comfortable platform allows the user to sit on
the platform and climb the steps to get close
to the bubbles. The steps create a space to
lie or crawl, and encourage movement
towards the Bubble Tube. Corner piece is
made of high-quality plywood, covered with
foam and upholstered with easy-clean PVC
or leatherette. Second step is high density
polystyrene and bottom step is soft foam.

Custom design & dimensions available.
Standard Sizes:
Corner 90 x 90 x 45H
Step 30cm W x 30H; Base 90W x 15H

A & C: 130H x 110W x D7
B: 150H x 90W x D7
D & E: 130H x 90W
F, G, G2: 170H x 90W x D7

A practical and beautiful seating feature which encourages interaction and relaxation. Made of
soft padded polystyrene, or wood for extra strength, padded with in foam, and covered with PVC,
leatherette or fabric. Pieces can be free standing or velcro together for a versatile and attractive
place to sit. Custom design & dimensions available.

Standard Sizes: A: Corner Piece, 35H x 90W x 45D.
B: Concave Piece, 35H x 55W x 45D
C: Right End, 35H x 55W x 45D
D: Left End, 35H x 55W x 45D
E: Convex Piece, 35H x 55W x 50D
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Square Ball Pond Stairs for Pond
A soft step in matching PVC, to make entering and
exiting the Ball Pond easier. Available in a range of
colours to match or complement your ball pond design.

Dimensions :
60L x 45W x 45Hcm

Net Bag for Washing Balls
A net bag is a useful
way to easily clean
and sanitise all your
ball pool balls. Simply
collect all the balls in
the net bag and hose
or submerge the balls
in a large bucket or
bath of mild detergent
and water. Milton Fluid
can be used to
disinfect the plastic
balls. Do not use a
harsh abrasive or
ammonia.

Size: 93 x 81cm

Ball ponds are great for body awareness, motor
planning, tactile input and FUN. No play area is
complete without a ball pond! This product is made
using hard polystyrene coated with foam and covered
in PVC. Available in a range of colours. Balls are sold
separately. Dimensions 150 x 150 x 45cm H.

Interactive Light-Up Ball Pool

These interactive, colour-changing ball pools bring something magical and different to any darkened sensory room.
Filled with clear, transparent plastic balls, light shines through the balls as the LED lights in the base change colour.
Compatible with our Rompa Interactive Controllers, or will cycle automatically through a range of 16 colours. Clear balls
available separately. Square, round or corner shape available and made to different dimensions.
Typical size is 160 x 160 x 65H. See our range of compatible controllers in page 114.

Corner Ball Pond
The Corner Ball Pond is a triangular shape that tucks
neatly into the corner of a room. Ball Ponds are great
for body awareness, motor planning, tactile input and
FUN. No play area is complete without a ball pond! This
product is made using hard polystyrene coated with
foam and covered in a PVC fabric.
Available in a range
of colours and
sizes. Balls are
sold separately.

Dimensions:
170 x 170 x 45cm

Round Ball Pond
Ball ponds are great for body awareness, motor
planning, tactile input and FUN. No play area is
complete without a ball pond! This product is made
using hard polystyrene coated with foam and covered
in PVC. Available in a
range of colours &
sizes.Balls are sold
separately.

Dimensions:
145 diameter x
45cm H.

Balls for Pond - Colour or Clear

Mixed colour balls are
available as a set of 100.

Clear balls are made of
transparent plastic and
used for filling our
Interactive Ball Pools.
Filled with air, they quickly
return to their original
shape if compressed. Bag
contains 200 clear balls.
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Modular Wave Set
Cosy, cornered off play solution that can be used in
several ways. Race around the walls, slide down curves
and watch toy cars whizz down ramps. The soft landing
mat allows toddlers additional confidence while
practicing their balance along the curvy walls. Enjoy
lounging on the mat and surrounding blocks. Polystyrene
and foam, covered in a “wipe clean” PVC available in a
range of colours.

Maxi Barrel Set

Corner Ball Pond Set
The Corner Ball Pond Set is a triangular shape that tucks
neatly into the corner of a room. Includes 5 PlayOn
pieces for climbing in and out of the Pond or use
independently to create an obstacle course. Ball Ponds
are great for body awareness, motor planning, tactile
input and FUN. No play area is complete without a ball
pond! This product is made using hard polystyrene
coated with foam and covered in a PVC fabric .
Available in a range of colours. Balls are sold separately.

Amphitheatre Set
Fabulous Amphitheatre seating with high play value
for schools and large play spaces. Turn each piece on
its side and create screened off spaces for different
activities. When placed upside down the kids will
enjoy rocking back and forth. The biggest of the 3
arches comfortably seats 2 bodies and can be used
as a see-saw. This set combined requires a 200cm2
floor space. Polystyrene and foam, covered in a
“wipe clean” PVC. Available in a range of colours
and prints and upholstery fabrics.

Building Blocks - Mini 9 Piece
Bestselling product that is the best value offered!
Fantastic starter set for schools and therapists. PlayOn
blocks are modular and can be integrated into your soft
play collection. Excellent for obstacle courses, free play,
gross motor development and imaginary play. Hard
polystyrene coated with foam, covered in a ‘wipe clean’
PVC. Available in a wide range of colours & fabrics.

Building Blocks - 15 Piece Castle
Oversized Building Blocks for creative construction play.
PlayOn blocks are modular and can be integrated into
your soft play collection. Hard polystyrene coated with
foam, covered in a ‘wipe clean’ PVC. Available in a
wide range of colours & fabrics.

This is a useful set which meets a number of needs.
Squeezer barrel, circle or rocker, with climbing steps
and a ramp. Excellent for obstacle courses, free play,
gross motor development and imaginary play. Hard
polystyrene coated with foam, covered in a ‘wipe
clean’ PVC. Available in a range of colours.
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Honeycomb Table & Chairs Set
The Circle Set comprises 3 concave rockers that can
be used individually or together in various
configurations like the circle, worm, question mark or
bumpy hills. Strengthen core and balance by placing
feet on either end. Crawl through the tunnels, climb
and jump off the bridges or lie comfortably in each
arch and enjoying the rocking motion. This product is
made using hard Polystyrene coated with foam and
covered in a ‘wipe clean’ PVC. Available in a range
of colours.

Circle Set

Building Blocks - 10 Piece
Oversized Building Blocks for creative construction play.
PlayOn blocks are modular and can be integrated into
your soft play collection. Hard polystyrene coated with
foam, covered in a ‘wipe clean’ PVC. Available in a
wide range of colours.

Head & Bodies Block Set
Meet the characters and
match heads to bodies. Each
character expresses a
different feeling encouraging
children to explore and
identify their emotions.

Polystyrene and foam,
covered in a “wipe clean”
digitally printed PVC.

Soft Wedges
Wedges help to control muscle tone and develop
dynamic movement patterns. Also a comfortable, non-
slip rest for writing or positioning. This product is made
using hard polystyrene coated with foam and covered
in a ‘wipe clean’ PVC. Available in a range of colours.

Use to sit on outdoors to prevent muddy areas, or
create your own indoor lawn area. These mats have a
soft texture, creating a rich tactile experience in your
class or sensory room. The mats are flexible and can be
rolled away between use. Custom sizes and shapes are
available. Standard Sizes:
Corner Wedge 1.8m radius
Circle Mat: 2m diameter
Square Mat: 2,5 x 2,5m

Artificial Indoor Grass

6 honeycomb shaped blocks sit around the central
slightly higher block to create a Table & Stools Set. Pile
blocks on top of each other to build different structures or
practice balancing as you jump from block to block.
Hard polystyrene coated with foam, covered in a ‘wipe
clean’ PVC or durable upholstery. Available in a range of
colours.
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Oversized Oxford Cushion Pouf Cushion

Play Tunnels can be used individually or incorporated
into systems creating fun obstacle courses with varying
levels of difficulty. Tunnels facilitate imaginative play,
body awareness, motor planning and gross motor
development. The soft walls allow for

deep-touch pressure in a
therapy environment.
This product is made
using foam covered with
a ‘wipe clean’ PVC.
Available in a range of
colours.

The Pouf provides a soft, comfortable seating or
lounging cushion for bedrooms and play spaces. It also
offers excellent support for babies while lying on their
backs and on their tummies for strengthening neck and
core muscles.

Floor Mats
Mats are a great alternative to
scratchy carpets that are
impossible to keep clean and
hard cold flooring. The whole
class / family can enjoy the soft
padding for play and relaxation.

The Oversized Oxford is an elegant alternative to the
beanbag. Large enough for your body to flop down as
you sink into its warmth. Comes with reinforced webbing
and eyelets for suspension to be transformed into a
luxurious hammock. This product is made using foam
chips and covered in a durable, waterproof fabric for
play spaces or a softer, more luxurious fabric for
bedrooms and lounges. Available in a range of colours
and prints. The stripes look great under UV light in a
sensory room too.

Bump Arch Half Wheel
Arch with bumpy surface for climbing and balancing.
Provides a pleasant tactile place to stretch. Use as
steps for a fun obstacle course element. This product is
made using hard polystyrene coated with foam and
covered in a ‘wipe clean’ PVC. Available in a range of
colours and sizes.

Roller Barrel
This best selling product has extensive play and
developmental value and can be used in a variety of
ways. Fun you can have with the Barrel includes, rolling
to each other, crawling through the tunnel, standing on
top and balancing, being rolled around while lying

inside or hiding in the quiet
space. Benefits include
vestibular input, spatial
awareness, imaginative play,
body awareness, motor
planning and gross motor
development. Made using foam
strengthened by a cardboard
inner coil and covered in a
‘wipe clean’ PVC. Available in a
range of colours.

Flip Chair
No kid’s library or sensory space is complete without this
contemporary, slick version of the classic beanbag
chair. Available in a range of fabric options.

Flop Mat
Flop into this super comfy, oversized mat or place
underneath raised play areas and slides to keep kids
safe from impact falls. Foam chips covered in ‘wipe-
clean’ PVC.
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Available in two sizes, the Dark Den or Giant Den are
fantastic, award-winning resources which create a
sensory space which can be dark and soothing, or used
as a place to enjoy our wonderful light-up accessories.
Ideal for use in a corner of your class to help regulate or
even reward children. A double thick nylon skin makes it
very dark inside and keeps light out.

An affordable den with lots of uses. The side flaps are great
for observation purposes. Portable, easy to assemble and
folds away into its own bag. Size 1 x 1 x 1m. Consists of 12
poles and 8 connectors with cover.

Ideal for groups of children or those who need more space, including a
wheelchair. Features a large door panel and window. Size 1.5m x 1.5m x
1.8m. Consists of 16 poles and 12 connectors and cover. Stored in a bag.

Perfect for the Dark Den or sensory room, each
item has been carefully chosen for multi-sensory
purposes. Includes:

1 x Light Up Tambourine (A)
1 x UV/Glow Spaghetti (B)
2 x Double Light Up Spikey Batons (C)
2 x Animal Dynamo Wind Up Torches (D)
1 x Flashing Glow Textured Ball (E)
4 x Colour Changing Eggs (F)
2 x Fibre Optic Fountains with Colour Changing
Base (H)

Some items may require batteries. Contents may vary
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This high quality wooden trolley on wheels contains all the elements needed to
create an effective and impressive mobile sensory space. Especially useful when
resources must be shared between classes, or for moving between patients or
elderly people in bed. Includes wooden trolley painted your choice of colour,
with a padded soft base, lockable wheel casters, acrylic mirror, storage for
cables and power cords. Contains:
1 x Budget Bubble Tube (105cm H, 10cm Diameter) (pg 108)
1 x Fibre Optic Strands (2M X 100 strands) (pg 110)
1 x Space Projector (pg 117)
1 x Aroma Mouse Diffuser & Essential Oils Kit (pg 130)
1 x Mini CD Player & Snoezelen CD (pg 129)
1 x Multi-plug adapter

Bubble Tube and Fibre Optics cycle automatically & passively
through different colours. of the trolley is
available with an 8 Colour Controller (pg 115) and Midi Bubble
Tube (75cm H) (pg 107) to provide colour changing control to users.
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Aromas Sensory Pack

Smell is closely linked to parts of the brain that
process emotion and memory. Olfactory
stimulation with pleasant aromas is a powerful
calming or uplifting tool.

4 x Squashy Aroma Balls 5.5cm Orange, Rose,
Lemon, Apple scented. Latex, phthalates &

lead free (A)
1 x Scented Bell Dice 15 x 15 x 15cm

(Note: one die supplied)(B)
1 x Aroma Huggabuddy (Elephant / Giraffe /

Hippo / Penguin) (C)
1 x Aroma Mouse Essential Oil Fan Diffuser (D)

1 x Essential Oils Therapeutic Starter Kit.
Includes: Sleep Easy Blend, Stress Relief Blend,
Breathe Easy Blend and Spirit Lifter Blend.

Each supplied in 10ml amber glass bottles (E)
Set of 10 Smell Bags with assorted items (F)

Contents may vary slightly

Tactile Fidget Sensory Pack

Touch is an important and basic sense to
stimulate, and no sensory room is complete
without a collection of tactile stimulators
providing a mix of sensations.

1 x UV Glow Spaghetti: 20cm (A)
2 x Light Up Spikey Double Batons (B)
1 x Coloured Puzzle Ball: 7.5cm (C)

1 x Fibre Optic Fountain (D)
4 x Koosh Balls (E)

1 x Vibrating Massage Tube: 50cm (F)
5 x UV Stretchy Bangles (G)

1 x Vibrating Faux Sheep Plush Pillow (H)
1 x Therapy Putty - Set of 5 Assorted Colours

& Strengths (I)
4 x Colour Changing Eggs (J)

Contents may vary slightly

Vision Sensory Pack

Vision is a complex sense that is often affected
with neurological damage. It is also a sense that
can be developed in many people, and these
tools provide a excellent, varied and carefully
chosen selection. Many offer multi-sensory
stimulation, adding sounds or tactility to
encourage looking. Great for children with CVI.

1 x Glow Mushroom & 16 Colour remote: 25cm
(A)

3 x Spiral Liquid Timers: 15cm (B)
4 x Mini Colour Changing Mood Blocks: 7.5cm (C)

1 x Sensory Spinning Ball Wand (D)
1 x Shake & Shine Glitter Lamp 15cm (E)
6 x Light Up Foam Batons: 45cm (F)

1 x Disco Effect Rotating Light Bulb - Screw in (G)
1 x Bizi Ball Visual & Tactile 19cm (H)

Contents may vary slightly
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Fine Motor Sensory Pack

UV Glow Sensory Pack

A collection of items that glow brightly in the
presence of a UV light. These strong colours
are an excellent calming tool and provide
visual and tactile sensory stimulation in a
darkened space, such as a sensory room or
Dark Den - see pg 140. This pack includes:

1 UV Bulb Bayonet / Screw In (A)
5 UV Stretchy Bangles (B)
2 UV Glow Spaghetti (C)
1 UV Giant Snake Green / Blue (D)
1 UV Torch (E)
1 UV Putty Set of 6 Tubs (F)
4 UV Spine Balls - Mixed Sizes. Not bouncy -
firm for gripping or deep pressure with rubbery
texture. (G)

Contents may vary slightly.

Additional UV lighting options on pg 119

Sounds Sensory Pack

Music and sounds are an essential component
of a sensory room. This is a complete set to
stimulate the sense of hearing and for auditory
perception activities. It Includes:

1 Light Up Tambourine (A)
1 Clatterpillar Bendy Instrument (B)
1 PeekaBoo Sound Boxes (C)
1 Scented Sound Dice 15 x 15 x 15cm (Note
only one provided)(D)
1 Snoezelen Themed CD for relaxation(approx
53 minutes) (E)
1 Rain Tube for Mesmerising Bead Sounds (F)
4 Bendy Bells Wearable Bell Shakers (G)
6 Scented Sound Balls (H)

Contents may vary slightly.

Building control, stamina and accuracy
through a selection of activities aimed at
developing fine motor skills. This carefully
chosen selection includes:

1 x Bee Shoelace Trainer (A)
1 x Get a Grip on Patters Game Set (B)
1 x My Little World Skills Builder Maze (C)
2 x Squeeze-to-Wind-Up Animal Dynamo
Torches (D)
1 x Threading Fruit & Veg - 24 Pieces (E)
1 x Set of Finger Castanets (F)
2 x Assorted Wooden Pegboard Puzzles (G)
4 x Light Up Colour Changing Blocks for
stacking and building (H)

Contents may vary slightly.
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This lamp is filled with glitter
and is switched on to create
a beautiful glowing light.
Easy to hold and
mesmerising to watch. Base
may be white, black or silver.

Dimensions 15cm tall.

Shake & Shine Glitter Lamp

Spinning Ball Wand
Great to touch! Great to
watch. This bright spinning ball
is a favourite sensory resource
and an unusual addition to
any sensory collection.

Size: Approximately 10cm
diameter ball.

Coloured Puzzle Ball
A brilliant tactile and visual aid
in one. Match the ball to the
corresponding hole colour. An
excellent fidget aid with an
additional challenge
included. Made of high quality
plastic and easy to hold.

Size: 7.5cm diameter.

Spiral Liquid Timer
This is an excellent visual sensory aid
that teaches colours or the concept
of time. It is often used for calming, as
watching the liquid gel spiral down for
a set amount of time is a useful self-
regulating tool. Turn the tube upside
down to move the bubbles down the
spiral. Height approximately 15cm.
One timer included, colour may vary.

Animal Dynamo Torch
These cute, wind up creature
torches require no batteries, so
are safe for little exploring fingers.
A reassurance at night, a visual
aid in a dark sensory space, an
attractive visual tracking tool -
they can be used in so many
ways. Approximately 12cm.
Animal may vary.

Glow Spaghetti
Extremely popular! Encourage
interaction with the sense of
touch using glow wavy spaghetti
and appeal to visual senses
with a soft glow. Expose to UV
or sunlight light and then use in
pitch black conditions. Colours
may vary. Approximate length:
28cm

Finger Lights - Set of 12
Light up a dark space with these
fun finger lights. Perfect for visual
tracking exercises and
encouraging attention to signing
in the dark. Each finger light has
an elastic band that easily keeps
the lights in place. Batteries are
included. You will receive an
assortment of colours. Set of 12.

Light-up Spikey Double Baton
The amazing light up baton has an
easy to hold handle, and a squeezy,
textured spiky ball at each end.
Bump or touch to activate the light.
A fantastic addition to any sensory
environment - ideal for use in a Dark
Den. Great for developing motor
skills, visual tracking, tactile
awareness and in calming therapy.

Disco Light Bulb

Light-up Tambourine
Packed full of colourful LED lights
that flash and fade in three
modes. Lights up all around the
handle for a fun visual and
auditory experience. Dimensions:
22cm wide (along the handle),
13.5cm tall, 4cm deep. Batteries
included (3 x AAA).

pick-a-mix

pick-a-mix group A

The answer to meeting your unique Sensory Needs! With our Pick-a-Mix Sensory Packs, you can select the items you
like best, at a price that works for you! On the following pages, you can see the items in our three groups; these are
priced from seriously affordable to items that are higher in value. Call us for a quote on the Pick-a-Mix Packs and
choose yours today!

The Most Flexible Sensory Packs in South Africa!
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Such an easy way to create cool visual
effects in your room! Insert this bulb into
a normal table or ceiling lamp, and
watch it automatically rotate and shine
beautiful multi-colour, moving, lights
around the room. Screw in bulbs.
Dimensions 16.2 x 8.4 x 8.2 cm. See pg
119 for more lighting options.
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Colour Changing Blocks - Set of 4

The blocks slowly and
passively change colour in
sequence. Soothing and
visually stimulating. A Colour
Lock button allows you to
keep your favourite colour on
all the time instead of the
phasing effect.

Height: 7.5cm.
Includes 2 x AG13
batteries.

Colour Changing Eggs - Set of 4
The Egg slowly and
passively changes colour
in sequence. Soothing
and visually stimulating.
A Colour Lock button
allows you to keep your
favourite colour on all the
time instead if you prefer.

Height: 9.5cm.
Includes 2 x AG13
batteries.

Scented Crystal Bell Balls - Set of 6
A delight to see, hear,
smell, touch, throw,
bounce and squeeze.
These sparkling, low
bounce, hollow balls
have a lively jingle bell
inside. Made from
fused plastic pellets,
they are easy to grip.
Assorted colours,
comes in a set of 6.

Size: 6cm diameter

UV Soft Scarves - Set of 3
Provides additional visual
appeal to juggling, dancing,
throwing and catching. Light
enough for the frailest hands.
Watch them float gracefully
down, or feel the soft fabric
on your face whilst looking at
the bright colours - a fabulous
sensory experience.

Colours may vary. Made of
Nylon. Size: 65 x 65cm

Fibre Optic Fountain
This fountain includes a
colour changing base. It
provides both visual and
tactile sensory stimulation.
Watch it move through
different colours and feel
its soft threads, for a
relaxing dark room
experience. Great for
colour recognition, visual
tracking development
and calming.

Height 30cm.

Koosh Balls - Set of 4
A classic fidget favourite.
Ultra-tactile balls! Easy to
catch, soft and perfect for
hand-eye co-ordination
activities. Stimulating,
fascinating and ever-
popular! Colours may vary.
Latex free.

Includes 4 balls.
Size: approximately 7.5cm
diameter.

Clatterpillar
Fun and easy way to play.
Move and twist the
Clatterpillar for different
clicking sounds. A strong
sound which is likely to
hold the attention of
people with profound
disabilities, whilst being
very easy to manipulate.
Pliable and durable.
Assorted colours.

Size: 26L x 8cmW

Rain Tube
Turn the rain tube to make the long, gentle sounds of a rain storm. This hypnotic and enchanting sound can be used
to create an atmosphere for scene-setting or simply enjoyed as beautiful music. An easy percussion instrument to use
– minimal movement provides a great reward. Entirely natural, the exterior is made of cactus wood which houses the
internal beads.

Size: 25cmL x 4cm diameter

Scented Sound Dice
These large, multi-purpose
dice can be used in so many
sensory games. Multi-sensory,
they provide tactile, aromatic
and visual stimulation and
have a bell inside for auditory
appeal. Colours/ aromas
include green/mint,
pink/strawberry, blue/aniseed
and yellow/lemon.
Colours and aroma may vary.

Sold as single units.
Size: 15 x 15 x 15cm
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UV Torch Aroma HuggaBuddy

With a variety of colours and
flashing patterns, these are
soft and bendy, lightweight
and flexible, and a popular
favourite for dark sensory
rooms and group movement
activities. The soft foam
prevents injury even with
involuntary movement and
the multi-colour, multi-
sequence lights glow along
the length of the baton. A
simple slide On/Off switch at
the base activates the lights.
Requires 3 button batteries,
which are replaceable.
Batteries are included.
45cm long.

Super soft and super sensory! Tactile, visual and aromatic.
Cuddly and can be warmed in the microwave.
Pleasantly heavy. Can be ‘posed’ to imply emotions.
Pleasant lavender aroma. For 3 years and over. Not
suitable for those who mouth. Size: approximately 21H x
16W x 20cmL. Hippo, Elephant, Giraffe or Penguin
depending on availability. Also available outside of the
packs - see pg 130.

Bendy Bells - Set of 4
For wrist and ankle wear. High quality bells for a clear,
bright resonant tone. Adjustable fastenings. Set of
four. Colours may vary.

Ideal for creating an
auditory experience in a
sensory room. Size: 22cmL.

A compact, pocket sized black light florescent UV
Torch. It is portable and ideal for use in smaller spaces,
such as a Dark Den tent, to illuminate UV reactive items.
Various models and sizes, depending on availability.
Also available outside of packs - see page 119.

UV Spine Balls - Set of 4
Vibrantly coloured and
wonderfully textured balls
that react vividly to UV
light! Awesome pack of
fidgets that satisfy visual
and tactile sensory
needs. These balls are
firm and don't squeeze,
but have a captivating
rubbery feel, with a lovely
weighted quality to
them. The rubber spines
are not sharp but move
as they are touched.
Supplied as a set of 4
different sizes from 3cm
to 7cm diameter.

UV Stretchy Bangles - Set of 5
These super stretchy bangles with soft spikes are a
wonderful tool for people who are unable to hold a
fidget, but would benefit from the gentle tactile
stimulation these offer. Colours may vary. Set of 5.

Aroma Balls - Set of 4
Scented balls that fit comfortably in the palm of the
hand. Colour and scent co-ordinated. Soft, squeezable
and great to manipulate for hand exercise, to trigger
memory, for matching exercises and sensory stimulation.
Includes one each of orange, rose, lemon and apple
scented balls. Supplied inflated. Latex-, phtalates-, lead-
and chrome-free. Size: 5.5cm diameter
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Collapsing Bucket & Cups

Easy to store and travel with,
this collapsible clear bucket
is perfect for water &
outdoor messy play. Add
some food colouring for
additional interest and
watch the colours swirl.
Learn about colour mixing or
just have fun.
With a set of six
clear cups /
sieves.
2.5L


